
May 2019

Introducing the new PSN Lightweight 
Jerseys.

This is the lightest and most breathable PSN Jersey of our range. Com-
pared to the previous version, this release has a new fit, a new aero shape 
and new colors.
The new PSN Lightweight Jersey has been specifically designed to ride in 
the hottest and most humid months keeping you cool and light.
Made of two Italian fabrics: the front and the rear parts are made of a 
premium mesh fabric which guarantees breathability and excellent moisture 
wicking without compromising durability, while the sleeves, the sides and 
the rear pockets are made of solid lycra fabric. Even if it’s close-fit and 
aero, this Jersey is extremely comfortable like a second skin. The clean and 
longer sleeves are laser row-cut to stay tight in place. Some nice aesthetic 
details enrich this solid color Jersey: reflective LaPassione wordmark and 
Hold The Line logos, the tone-on-tone reversed full-length zip and the 
Worth The Effort silicone waist gripper. 

4 color variants: Blue, Cosmo, Cyan, Magenta

KEY FEATURES
Two fabrics Made in Italy
High stretch, close-fitting Pro cut
Close-cut ergonomic collar
Laser row-cut Pro Peloton sleeves
Reversed full-length zip with Cam Lock puller
Inner bottom zip cover for safe Bibs
Silicone waist gripper in Worth The Effort style
Three reinforced rear pockets
Reflective Hold the Line logo on the front
and on the pockets
Reflective La Passione wordmark
on the right shoulder
Product weight: 89g / 3.13oz

Head Office

La Passione Srl
Via Campagnola 52/B
25080 Manerba del Garda (BS)
Italy

PRICES
PSN Lightweight Jersey:  EUR 78 | GBP 68 | USD 89 | AUD 125

In line with the fair pricing policy La Passione follows thanks to his radically 
different approach and his DTC business model.

LINK
https://www.lapassione.cc/pages/psn-lightweight-2019

PHOTOS
http://bit.ly/PSNLightweightJerseys

Media Contacts

Annalisa Ricetti
Marketing Manager
annalisa@lapassione.cc

For further information 

www.lapassione.cc
Instagram @lapassionecc
Twitter @lapassionecc
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La Passione has been quickly growing since the foundation in 2015, and 
this 2019 is going to be an exciting year of new collections and technical 
upgradings.
As the Founder & CEO Giuliano Ragazzi claims: “The aim is to become a 
benchmark for all those cyclists looking for a new, smart way of following 
their passion, dressing well and comfortably in the saddle without always 
having to pay the huge mark-up due to all the stately marketing campaigns 
and sponsorships a company choose to do.”


